
Dear Paul, 3/t/79 

^ lour a/26 eith some unread enclosures came today. I was late getting the r,P-n because 

I Had another faint/unsteady spell that has passed off and my head is fairly clear again. 

I respond in haste to oe able to get this off today. There is something I’ve held off 

mailing to include, if I do not I'll mail that latte because I’ll have to go into town 

to mail other things that must go out today* 

^ ^ ve written you the cost of getting a copy of eveiythigg may be less than of 
not doing this, so please send everything without asking and tell me what to add to the 

postagea. After I wrote that and laid it aside until I cculd finish, as you'll see by the 

dates, I found something of great importance that would have no importance at all to you 

or anyone else not involved in my litigations you got a phoney worksheets and it is the 

third version of that worksheets, which is involved in litigation before a fink judge who 

refused to give me time to respond to a government affidavit that was falsely sworn. Jim 

thinks it is quite significant as a matter of law. 

This can apply to copies also. 

,1 think ths record you got are part of some they had to disclose to me and I've 
not nad time to go through. It is next on the list. I’ve gone over the earlier ones and 

possibly later today will remove the relatively few copies I made for you. They have 

worked their way to n*y desk. Others are of no interest to you and I want to go through 

them only one and put aside those, most, for court uses that may be possible.’ 

On the AlB’s plans for answering the committees I want nothing to fo with it. They 

and associates fucked this up from the first, when I did offer to be a truth squad after 

each session. They have their egos, their mistakes and problems and I leave it all to 

thorn. I am particularly disappointed, as you will have seen, by that atrocity they did for 

the Post. 

Besides, if I were part of such a tiling I'd have to eviscerate them, which would be 

child’s play, especially over thie absolute insanities on the King end, I’d rather not. 

If I’m asked by anyone I’ll respond but I plan no initiatives, either. The Frankenstein 

did not come from ay lab. I waived the holt water, to mix the figures, long in advance 

and for quite some time. 

Lardner is not on a desk but it is w good idea to send biro things anyway, as you 

have. He'll know what to do if he sees possibilities and to whom to give, ^eanwhila 

he 11 continue to be their inGhouse expert because there is no real choice when they have 

another reporter on the story. 

In your 2/20 scverl other possibilities relating to the presence of FBI agents at the 

literature distribution! the missing stills from the Rush footage and the same possibility, 

including photography, at the or rather one or more of the Oswald demonstrations on Canal St. 

The personal r dords can be of use to use because they relate to oases we have in court. 

X have all the Post stories if AX3 doesn’t but I can’t take time to mount and copy and 

this time of the year Ail can't. 

X r.-iused to go to tie dallery symposium but I'd be interested in the coadey of the 

insane and would like to have a copy to deposit. 

One of the worksheets you sent me reflects the correct kind of annotation - not 

making their obliterations unclear or in any way questionable. I've filed that one with 

a very rushed affidavit. Or gave to Jim who did. 

I'm sorry it is not p©ssible for you to anticipate what can have such, uses but I 

do assure you they can be important. 

Hastily, 


